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Fornia Timeline 

 
The human timeline reset to 0 when the quantum flow engine changed the nature of time and space 
relationship, and the concept of what was within human reach. The current year is 1341. 
 
Brysatih Era 140-950 
 
• 140. Brysatih (Br-ee-ZA-tee) used gravometrics to re-order the star system and merge it with another 

one, creating a binary star system with one moon’s surface terra-planed to a shine, to serve as a 
massive solar collector with a beam array to fire the energy to the planet. Almost all indigenous life 
was destroyed. 

 
• 450. Pirates find a useful gravity configuration and use the moon as a way station, using its dead 

tunnels to create a few underground settlements beneath the government’s notice. 
 
• 480. Several generations of pirates are wiped out in a bloodbath; the Brysatih drop darkhunters on the 

planet and leave, assuming the pirates will be wiped out. They are. A weapon platform is left over the 
gravity configuration to prevent traffic from other pirates or confused navigators. 
 

• 500. With the opening of the Zethes system nearby, the space lanes increase trade traffic to Fornia. 
Scouting expeditions determine that the darkhunters and pirates were all killed long ago by lack of 
resources on the dead moon. 

 
• 725 years ago. A Brysatih space station is built on the magnetic north pole, using tractor beams to 

raise and lower ships through the atmosphere as needed. 
o Accidental transfers of animal and plant life through this process are poorly monitored, as 

Fornia is not considered an ecosystem any longer. 
 
• 650 years ago. The Brysatih engage in a civil war. The space station and weapons platform are 

destroyed from orbit. The moon is mined with deadly explosives, both on the surface and in its orbit, 
to prevent others from taking tactical advantage. The moon is largely forgotten. 

 
• 600 years ago. In the death throes of the Brysatih empire, the Directorate Empire establishes an 

espionage post in the ruin of the space station, to monitor various factions from a safehouse behind 
enemy lines. They build a sensor array. 

 
Directorate Empire Era (-400 to -200) 
 
• 400 years ago. The Directorate Empire borders expand to include Fornia, and to their surprise, they 

have a listening post below. The post was lost to bureaucratic oversight, and those on the planet died. 
The planet was surveyed, finding the remains of the Brysatih and the Directorate Imperials. The 
planet is promptly filed and ignored. 

 
• 340 years ago. The Directorate begins a new type of colony. Administrators and soldiers who made 

career-destroying moves in the Gardrian Revolt were assigned to a prison barge full of war criminals. 
Its engines were sabotaged and it was ungently landed on Fornia, damaged beyond repair but still a 
magnificent pre-fabricated fortress for the prisoners to live out their lives in the inhospitable 
wilderness. Once a month, a probe loaded with food and supplies was fired at the Fornia moon, for 
those below to track down and salvage. 
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• 310 years ago. War with the Regulusan (Reh-GULU-san) threatens the existence of the Directorate. 

The government loses track of the prison colony on Fornia, and the supplies stop. The next few years 
on the planet are a grim descent into paranoia, cannibalism, and degeneration. All is quiet again. 

 
Salvage Era (-200 to present) 
 
• 200 years ago. The Directorate unearths the fate of Fornia in a formal inquiry into military prison 

misconduct as part of an overall reform movement. The moon is given to the Shuldek Trade Alliance 
in exchange for other concessions. 

o The Shuldek conduct 30 years of salvage operations, stripping everything of value (that they 
find) from the moon and interring the ignored dead in vast mass graves, trenches dug with 
orbital lasers, remains incinerated with same. 

 
• 50 years ago. Brutal war between the Directorate and the Trade Alliance rages in this sector. Many 

ships are lost, to crash down on the moon; some capitol ships, as well as smaller types. 
 
• 40 years ago. The cease-fire in the Treaty of Beltonik (bel-TON-ik) ended the Rochekri (ro-CHEK-ri) 

war. Fornia ended up in a neutral zone between the space empires, and both claimed salvage rights—
as long as the salvage teams do not interfere with each other. But no one will back up their claims, or 
arrest them. Ex-military flock to salvage guilds, and get busy looting crashed space ships. 

 
• 34 years ago. A salvage guildmaster, Wellsen, established a spaceport on the magnetic north pole, 

with a weapon and sensor platform overhead. From the land base, expeditions salvaged all over the 
moon, finding and stripping downed ships. The population swelled as a relatively safe source of 
salvage offered profit for hard work but little risk.  

 
• 30 years ago. Wellsen’s Moon is the new Trade Alliance name for the settlement and moon, and over 

10,000 humans live on the moon working the salvage operation.  
 
• 22 years ago. The Wellsen Incident. Communication with Wellsen’s Moon abruptly ends, and when 

the Trade Alliance and the Directorate both investigate, they blame each other for the situation. 
Investigation is hampered by hot tempers, and a shooting war opens once more, tearing along the 
neutral zone. 

 
• 20 years ago. The battered, exhausted governments sign a cease-fire in the Treaty of Vulos (voo LOS) 

and redraw the lines of the neutral zone. Salvage resumes… 
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Plot Focus List 

 
Each point could be a single movie. More than one could be a more complex movie, or several connected 
by one or more characters in common, or a season on the smaller screen if you prefer campaign play. 
 
These points can serve as main plots, sub plots, previous storylines that left their grim evidence behind for 
the characters to find, or efforts in the background motivating those who give the characters orders. There 
are 10, so it is easy to randomize; generate a few, then puzzle them together, for a more complex plot. 
 
1. The Darkness of the Moon. A salvage team hundreds of kilometers from the base is caught out 

alone during a rare nightfall, and learn about an unexpected threat first-hand and far from help. 
 
2. Deep Salvage. A capitol flagship crashed deep into the planet, held together by experimental 

shielding so it did not shatter in the atmosphere or upon impact. The team starts the salvage, but in the 
darkness below, they fall victim to an unexpected threat—can they reach the surface and safety? 

 
3. Really, Really, Really Dark. Pirates trading fire with Directorate forces are crippled, the ship crashes 

on Fornia. If government forces catch them, they’ll be imprisoned or executed. Their only hope is to 
salvage enough parts from broken ships to get a skiff back up into The Black (space). In the 
meantime, they run across an unexpected threat. 

 
4. Dust of Ages. The characters are part of an archeological expedition to study an exciting Brysatih 

find. They unbury more than knowledge, and find value and danger far beyond what they expected. 
 
5. Dogs of War. One or both governments are secretly attempting to harvest darkhunters to train and 

modify for war. The characters are on one of the expeditions, or caught between them. And the 
darkhunters are in no mood to cooperate. 

 
6. Something Remains. Several expeditions found that nothing survived previous disasters on the 

moon. How thorough could they be? Might there be a tribe of cannibal prison colonists? Ragged 
crews who survived ship crashes and were not rescued, gone feral? Pirates who forgot the ways of the 
stars in the darkness beneath the polished surface? Remnants of this kind are reported, and an 
anthropological study team is sent to study, rescue, and rehabilitate the survivors. 

 
7. Monster Station. Easier to study the darkhunters up close, rather than trying to transport them. An 

underground military base is working with darkhunters, considering how best to weaponize them. 
Something goes wrong. Fail-safes are not as safe against failure as the characters would have hoped. 

 
8. Energy Array. A triumph of Brysatih technology, the array collects energy and beams it at the 

planet. This array was mostly destroyed, but there are secrets there. Perhaps it could be repaired and 
turned into a tremendous power source that could alter the balance of military strength in the sector. 
But are the ruins abandoned wholly? 

 
9. A Viable Prison. The Directorate was on to something, using this harsh moon as a prison colony. 

The pre-fabricated fortress is still there. With a little repair, it could be functional again. Characters 
could be tracking escapees, or be escapees themselves. 

 
10. Strike Team McGuffin. You have been sent on a mission, only the leaders know the objective for 

certain. It is so secret it is worth your life to really understand what you’re doing. Retrieve something, 
blow something up, kill someone; it’s part of a bigger picture you had better not comprehend… 
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Threats 

 
There are a variety of dangers to be found on Fornia. There are 10, so it is easy to randomize; generate a 
few, then puzzle them together, for a more complex plot. 
 
1. Darkhunters. Generally unknown. Those who know of darkhunters consider them extinct, except for 

some top-secret quasi-independent military intelligence organizations. Those who have experience 
with them usually have no idea where they came from or what they are. 

 
2. Brysatih Bioweapons. Folklore. The extinct Brysatih had highly advanced technology, and they 

crafted monsters to do their fighting for them (like the darkhunters). Some creatures, both created by 
the Brysatih or hitching a ride to the planet surface on space ships centuries ago, may yet linger. 

 
3. Degenerate Tribes. Folklore. Many entire settlements and the remnants of many crashed ships have 

been reported dead. They could not stay on the surface, polished to a shine and lifeless as it is. 
However, could they survive in the deep? If so, what would they eat? Could they hold to some kind of 
sanity? The caverns under the surface are uncharted and unknown. 

 
4. The Elements. Known. The sunlight is brutally unforgiving. There is no water and no plant life on 

the sand, rock, and glass surface of the planet. It is a punishing and lethal landscape. 
 
5. Wreckage. Known, Folklore. When ships crash, there are radiation leaks, chemical leaks, dangerous 

weapons and half-crushed security systems, and all manner of dangers associated with broken ships. 
Also, there are experimental technologies and war machines that may not lose their value (or 
lethality) as years pass. 

 
6. Mines. Known. The planet has been mined with various cunning explosives, on a scale that is 

impossible to clean up. It’s a constant risk. 
 
7. Espionage/Military. Known. Both the Trade Alliance forces and the Directorate forces conduct 

operations to keep an eye on each other, monitor salvage, get at proprietary technology and military 
secrets, and other inscrutable purposes. They don’t like to be identified, seen, or tracked. They will 
use deadly force without hesitation, but they are often wily and cunning as well. 

 
8. Inmates. Known. If the prison colony is reactivated in your version of Fornia, then extremely 

desperate prisoners could escape. And extremely harsh guards could pursue them. Neither would be 
gentle with the other, or with anyone else they ran across on Fornia. If the colony is not reactivated in 
your version, prisoners escaping from elsewhere could ditch here looking for a place to hide. 

 
9. Pirates. Known. The Fornia moon is conveniently located to several shipping lanes, but not on any of 

them directly. Its sparse protection and ambient sensor shielding make it a good place to relax, 
stockpile loot, and plan the next attack—while permanently dealing with anyone who gets in the way. 

 
10. Unlicensed Salvage. Known. Some ships come to Fornia for the rich salvage possibilities, but do not 

have any affiliation to protect them in case of a clash. Jumping claims, ransoming prisoners, and 
various uncivilized behaviors are expected in the harsh salvage culture. 
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Factions 

 
Type of Character Origin or Allegiance 

 
1. Pirates. 
 
2. Tribes. 
 
3. Scientists. 
 
4. Salvagers. 
 
5. Military. 
 

 
1. Shuldek Trade Alliance. 
 
2. Directorate Empire. 
 
3. Free Trader. 
 
4. Fugitive. 
 
5. Mercenary 

 
Roll 1d5 (1d10 / 2) to determine the type of the player character group, then again to see their origin or 
allegiance. This method can generate 25 combinations. Or, assign the type and origin, or let the players 
pick, or some combination. 
 
You can also split up the party into different types and origin/allegiances, if you feel daring. That’s more 
work, and it is harder to keep the party’s goals aligned in one direction. 
 
For example, you could generate “salvagers” and “free traders” to get the crew of the Serenity, from 
Firefly. Then you might, over the course of play, have some new players coming. They could generate 
“scientists” and “fugitive” so you have a doctor and a genius wanted by the law. 
 
You could generate “military” and “fugitive” for deserters, or “military” and “free trader” for a group that 
acts as camp follower types, helping supply and run errands for a larger military force or providing 
protection for a free trader enclave. Or “military” and “mercenary” for a squad that hires out to those that 
can pay, to offer protection for a wide variety of missions (or, if they are experts, a narrower band of very 
difficult missions.) 
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Themes for Cultures 

 
Humanity has only encountered a single alien civilization since moving among the stars. While the 
Brysatih created many animalistic creatures, none of them have been ruled sentient by various human 
councils of science, religion, and government. Most people are convinced more aliens are waiting contact, 
but the scope of The Black (space) is impossible to grasp, and the odds of encountering other races is 
incalculable without a lot more information.  
 
The Fornia moon has been affected by four rough cultural groups. 
 
Brysatih (Br-ee-ZA-tee) 
 
Consummate slavers, they took the building blocks of life itself and in contempt of all that was not 
Brysatih, they built life to be useful to them, and destroyed it where it was not. 
 
They have been extinct for centuries, but records indicate they were half-ethereal, with biological 
machines to inhabit that allowed their disembodied nervous systems to have access to a variety of forms 
for a variety of reasons, and also rendered them safe from their meat creations. 
 
Until the civil war. After that, something happened to them; their borders withered back, and they 
disappeared from the galaxy about 500 years ago. 
 
Directorate Empire 
 
The basic premise of this government is that there is not enough, and someone must decide who gets the 
limited resources. The pressure of the Interior Worlds grew to bursting, and the Directorate formed as a 
political alliance that was formed mostly of corporations, but condescendingly allowed a few geopolitical 
governments to participate. 
 
Space (“The Black”) represents a context for resources, and little more. The Directorate manages a 
breathtaking and sanity-threatening scope of logistics, on a scale that nests households within a galactic 
scheme at various levels of granularity of resource management. 
 
People, eco-systems, and infrastructure are not distributed according to where the resources to support 
them lie. Also, incentives and entitlements must have force greater than survival of the marginalized. 
People are going to die because there is not enough—that is always going to be true. The Directorate 
manages defense structures, politics, and a complex patronage system to make sure the Interior Worlds 
are not at the mercy of the rest of The Black. 
 
People are desperate to be useful, because if they are not no one will protect them. Human life is plentiful 
and cheap. Gear, equipment, vehicles, and installations are expensive and difficult to build. Corporations 
are immortal, and must survive. Tactics and technologies of the Directorate reflect this design philosophy. 
 
Free Traders 
 
This pleasant euphemism represents a culture of thuggery, theft, murder, piracy, illegal salvage, human 
trafficking, and any other unpleasant activity that comes to mind.  
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Like the Shuldek, these people try to stay ahead of the rule of law—but for a different reason. Rather than 
fearing that bureaucracy will stifle the free and creative spark, they fear that real law enforcement will 
prevent them from getting away with crime. They want to trade violence for comfort, and live by taking. 
 
These are broad cultural stereotypes, but no Free Trader could survive without having some passing 
familiarity and skill with deception, violence, domination, and brutality. Whether they like it or not. They 
live outside the protection of Sheldek technology and Directorate oppression. While they may boast about 
their freedom, there are hard and unpleasant boundaries of need and danger that hem that freedom in until 
it looks a lot like desperation. 
 
Shuldek Trade Alliance 
 
The stereotypical pioneers and explorers of the human race, the Shuldek were named for the first system 
founded because the quantum stream technology opened The Black to humanity. Intensely creative and 
self-sufficient, the Shuldek are a category of people rather than a government. Organized by guilds, they 
risk everything to explore the blank parts of the map. 
 
Without strong centralized authority (since they were always a few steps ahead of the codification of 
traditional urban culture in a place) their culture places high value on integrity, creativity, skill, and 
passion. These individualists carve out exploratory niches, then look for the next challenge. 
 
Their low numbers and high skill lead them to innovate dramatically in the use of robotics and 
cybernetics. The Directorate technology advances are usually reverse engineered from the Shuldek 
creations. As the Shuldek value life and lack the numbers needed for armies, they researched and 
designed robots that could serve as shock troops, infiltrators, scouts, and so on to minimize risk to 
humanity and to life in general. They want to adopt the best of the cultures they meet, and their approach 
to technology was profoundly shaped by exposure to the Brysatih—only the Sheldek use machinery 
instead of biology (a distinction that would be lost on the Brysatih.) 
 

Languages 

 
Characters can use each +1 on Awareness to learn a musical instrument or additional language beyond 
Directorate Universal, at generation. Here are some appropriate options. 
 
• Brysatih. Dead Language.  
• Tradespeak. The language used by rough and tumble meetings of far-flung colonists struggling 

through dozens of local dialects—very simple, direct, and transaction or safety oriented. 
• Shuldek. The language of innovators and explorers. 
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Talents 

 
• Cyberneticist.*  
 
• Eye Shine.* Constant. The character has been surgically altered, the eyes have a strange half-blind 

sheen on the eyes. The character gets +2 to intimidate, and –2 to Charm for friendly tests. This is 
negated if others cannot see the eyes, if they are closed or behind goggles or glasses. Dark goggles or 
glasses reduce the light level by 1 The character’s sight-based Awareness is altered in all levels of 
lighting. (Bright -4, moderate -2, dim +4, dark +2. 

 
• Xeno-Zoologist.* Rested. Years of study and experience with aliens has led to a working 

understanding of biochemistry, behavioral patterns, intelligence markers, activity patterns, 
reproductive cycles, territorial activity, and other elements on a much broader scope than a single 
planet’s life forms. Gain +2 to Awareness tests to analyze information to produce a single useful fact 
about a new life form, or 2 facts about a known life form, each time the talent is used. 

 
• Xeno-Anthropologist.*  
 
• Xeno-Botanist.*  
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Aliens 

 
Here are some threats that characters may encounter on the glassy shine of the Fornia Moon. 
 

1. Darkhunters (Pitch Black) 
2. Darkshells (Aliens) 
3. Hunters (Predator) 
4. Writhers (Tremors) 
5. Protomorphics (Cthulu, shoggoth) 

 
 
Robotics 

1. Guardians (Terminator) 
2. Drone Army (Star Wars) 
3. Sentry Guns (Aliens) 
4. Defenders (Judge Dredd) 
5. Scout (Red Planet) 
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Darkhunters 

 
When a smallish settlement troubled the Brysatih, they would load a probe up with pregnant darkhunters 
and fire it off at the targets, trusting that the targets would be hunted and killed quickly. A chillingly high 
percentage of the time, they were absolutely correct. 
• Reproduction. Darkhunters reproduce asexually, with about 1d5 pups every 6 months. 
• Dormancy. When the food runs out, the darkhunters find a dark place to hide, and their systems slow 

to a stop until the presence of food rouses them again. They live until killed. They do not need air or 
water, only meat and blood; highly efficient systems assure that one can be sustained for a day by a 
handful of meat. They are not fussy about carrion. 

 
• Lightpoison. Limitation. When exposed to light, they take 1 wound a round per intensity of light: 

dark 0, dim 1, moderate 2, bright 3. 
 
Adult. DC 9. 5 wounds. Natural heavy weapons. +2 Brawn. +2 Cunning. +2 Daring. +2 Awareness. Fly 2 
arenas a round. 
• Instinctive Fighters. They can either get +1 to hit or +1 wound each round in combat, to be 

determined after they roll. 
• Multi-sensory Echolocation. They can sense motion, breathing, and suitability for consumption at a 

range of about 30 meters, even in complete darkness and outside line of sight. 
• Pounce. 1 MP. They can move and attack, gaining +2 to hit and +1 wound damage; if the target fails 

a Brawn test, the target is also bowled over, counting as “cornered.” 
 
Young. DC 10. 2 young per wound; generally about 12 wounds in a swarm. Natural light weapons. Fly 2 
arenas a round. 

• Instinctive Fighters, Multi-sensory Echolocation, Pounce. 
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Hunters 

 
A strange race of star-faring safari hunters, they follow the tracks of the 
Brysatih and hunt their biological weapons. They have a sense of honor, 
respecting tough prey and other hunters. They also expect to be rewarded 
for a difficult kill by taking the skull of the prey, and polishing it for 
display back in their ships. They usually hunt alone, using stealth, rather 
than attacking as a military unit. 
 
DC 8. 7 wounds. Soak 1. +5 Brawn. +2 Cunning. +2 Daring. 
 
Equipment. Most of the equipment and weaponry is either built on or 
retractable. It does not count towards encumbrance for the hunters, who 
are accustomed to its placement and use. 
• Piercing Metal. All the hunter weapon blades are lightweight and unnaturally sharp. They ignore 

personal armor, and do x3 damage against vehicle armor or metal. 
• Refractive Light-Cloak. The cloak can be activated as a focus action. It grants the hunter a bonus to 

Cunning that only works against Awareness detection.  +4 while moving, +8 while holding still. In 
hand to hand combat, it is considered shameful to use the cloak, so either 1 MP goes in the bowl each 
cloaked round of fighting (but the hunter gets a DC of 10) or it is off. 

• Healing Kit. Given a full 5 minutes, the hunter can use the kit to create a healing/cauterizing salve 
that heals 1d5 wounds. 1 MP to the bowl per wound healed. 

• Mask Vision Modes. The hunter can adjust Awareness to be +4 to see in a spectrum and –4 to see in 
all other spectrums. Modes include infrared, darkmapping (like sonar, black and white), and tracking 
(where they have a sample of something and they see its traces—usually Brysatih biotech.) 

• Audio Sampler. The hunter can record speech snippets and guess at their meaning, replaying in a 
way to attempt communication, or lure targets into vulnerable situations, or otherwise mislead them. 
If the hunter succeeds with Cunning vs. Awareness test, the attempt is successful (whatever its 
objective.) 

 
Most hunters will carry 3-5 weapons. 
• Disc. Light or Ranged. Ignores armor. 3 MP to the bowl for the hunter to call it back to hand as a 

focus action. 
• Greave Blades. Light weapon. Ignores armor. 
• Net Gun. Range weapon. If it hits, it automatically corners the target, then draws tighter. It does 1 

wound the first round, 2 on round 2, 3 on round 3, etc. until the target is dead or the anchor points of 
the net are broken.  

• Shoulder Cannon. Range weapon. Fires an energy bolt that does 4 wounds, 6 wounds if hitting by 5 
or more. The targeting system allows the bolt to either be +2 to hit, or do 1 extra wound, determined 
after the roll. 

• Spear. Reach weapon. Focus action to extend or retract it. Ignores armor. Can be thrown as ranged. 
+1 to DC used in hand to hand. 

• Spear Gun. Range weapon. Fires two pronged spear tip that ignores armor and does 4 wounds, 6 if 
hitting by 5 or more. 
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Directorate Tactical Specialists (DTS) 

 
DTS Character Generation 
 
Characters must have +1 Brawn (they get another +1 Brawn from “Military” talent), should have more. 
 
All start with the “Military” talent, and then have a talent for an expert area. This can be randomized. 

1. Executive. (Officer) 
2. Gun Nut. (Heavy Gunner) 
3. Information Technology. (Technician) 
4. Mechanic. 
5. Medical. 
6. Pilot. 
7. Scientist. (Can substitute Cyberneticist, Xeno-Zoologist, Xeno-Anthropologist, Xeno-Botanist.) 
8. Security. 
9. Translator. (Available languages: Brysatih [dead language], Tradespeak, Shuldek) 
10. Wage Slave. (No ambition beyond being a grunt—but a capable grunt.) 

 
Platoon Structure 
• A fire team consists of an expert and a gunner. (2) 

o Standard compliment of experts: medic, 2 heavy gunners, technician, pilot, sergeant. 
• 6 fire teams form 1 squad, led by a sergeant. (12) 
• 5 squads form 1 platoon, led by a lieutenant, a logistics officer and science consultant attached. (60) 
 
A platoon has 5 All-terrain Personnel Carriers (APCs) and 5 drop ships. 
Each platoon usually has 2 sentry guns assigned to it, stowed in the APC. 
 
Rapid Response Attack Cruiser Compliment 
1 Platoon, with 5 APCs and 5 drop ships. 
 
Scout Ship Compliment 
1 squad, 1 lieutenant command squad (with logistics and science), 2 APCs, 2 drop ships. 
 
Standard Gunner Equipment (All soldiers) 
 
All specialists must have +2 Brawn to get into the program, so they can at least handle the rifle and 
armor. Ideally, they have +3 or more, because some specialists have more weight to manage. 
 

Weapons and Armor Built In Standard Gear 
• 1 Pulse Rifle (Heavy) 

o 4 wounds. 99 bullet magazine. 
 Burst 3, Full Auto 30. 
 4 clips +1. 

o Grenade launcher underslung. 
 6 fragmentary grenades. 
 Magazine holds 4. 

• 1 Pistol 
o 4 wounds. 14 bullet magazine. Burst 3. 

• 1 Knife. Light weapon. 

• 20 flares. +1 light, 3 meter diameter, 10 min. 
• Motion detector. +2 Awareness, 30 m range, 

use as a focus action. 
• Ration Pack. Food tablets and water substitute 

for 14 meals. 
• Tac net. Allows communication within a 

squad, and from the squad to the control center 
(APC or otherwise). Send or receive orders as 
a focus action. 

• Sensor array. Broadcasts from a camera and 
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• Body Armor. Heavy. -2 DC, ignore 2 wounds. 
o Craftsmanship: weight is 1 object. 

life sign monitors in the armor back to the 
control center (APC or otherwise.) 

 
Expert Equipment 
 
• Communications Pack. The pack’s signal boosters and uplinks reduce interference difficulty by 4, 

and allow interfacing of one or more squads to a mobile command center. Counts as 1 heavy object. 
• Data Transfer Pack. This bulky backpack has equipment to upload or download industrial levels of 

data. It counts as 1 heavy object. It can access databases, but not handle security functions. 
• Demolitions Pack. The backpack has 50 shaped charges; only dangerous once armed, but enough 

explosives to bring down an entire complex, if appropriately placed. 2 heavy objects. 
• Gyroscopic Cannon Mount. The “smartgun” helps in aiming, and redistributes its own weight. 

o It is 2 heavy objects. 
o 4 wounds. It has 300 rounds between reloading. The expert carries 1 reload. 

 A burst is 6 rounds, full auto is 60 rounds. The gun cannot single fire. 
 The character has no penalty for burst or full automatic firing.  

• Interface Kit. This miniature hacking kit allows the expert to use Cunning at +2 to hack into 
computer systems to affect security settings, access databases, and otherwise interface with 
technology. It does not add to encumbrance. 

o -4 to use Sheldek technology. 
• Medical Kit. Chemicals, synthetic flesh, bandages, painkillers, diagnostic scanners, and other 

equipment. Use as a focus action, on a wounded target, and the target regains 1 wound if below 3, or 
otherwise 1d5 wounds. The kit has 10 uses before it needs to be refilled. It does not add to 
encumbrance. 

• Power Pack. A portable generator that is designed to support operation of a mainframe or a defensive 
system for at least 6 hours. 2 heavy objects. 

• Remote Pilot Pack. Interfaces with the ship, and allows remote control of APCs or drop ships or the 
scout ship assigned to the combat detail. 1 heavy object. 

• Sentry Gun Kit. Folds into a frame backpack. Counts as 2 heavy objects. Takes 4 focus actions to set 
the gun up, using a rivet gun to nail it to a stable surface, set up ammunition feeds, and set up 
parameters. Can be remote controlled by the interface kit. 


